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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Prior research by the author served to document several key 
dimensions of the relationship between Winnipeg's native population 
and the city's labour market (see Clatworthy 1980, 1981 a, b, c). 
In general, the results of this research support the conclusion 
that only a small segment of the city's native population is 
participating in and receiving benefits from the Winnipeg labour 
market. Moreover, a recently completed comparative study by 
Clatworthy and Gunn (1982) strongly suggests that the employment 
and labour market experiences of Winnipeg's native peoples are not 
unique; rather they are quite similar to the experiences of natives 
in other western Canadian metropolitan areas. 
Although native leaders and government officials recognize 
the severity of urban native employment problems very little by 
way of special programming has been forthcoming. To this point in 
time most employment related programming developed for urban natives 
has been limited to life skills and job readiness courses and the 
provision of short-term employment/training experiences. On the 
surface these programs appear to be based in part on the assumptions 
that urban native people, because of their recent migration to the 
city, are unfamiliar with the demands of urban life, possess 
personal or cultural traits which conflict with mainstream value 
systems and lack sufficient knowledge of the expectations of 
employers and the requirements of the labour market. From this 
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perspective the difficulties native people experience in the labour 
market become one dimension of the more general problem of "adjusting" 
to an urban setting. 
Nearly all of the available literature on the subject of native 
adjustment to city life draws heavily on the anthropological theory 
of acculturation. With reference to native employment experiences 
this theory of cultural and economic change postulates that through 
continued exposure to urban life (i.e. as length of time in the 
city increases) the minority cultural group will adopt the attributes 
and gain the skills necessary to succeed in the urban labour market. 
Thus, over time, native employment experiences and socio-economic 
conditions will improve and approach those experienced by general 
urban society. Temporary support services such as life skills and 
job readiness programs are believed to assist and hasten the process 
of native integration in urban society. 
In spite of the centrality of the acculturation thesis to 
current explanations of native employment problems, the theory 
has not been subjected to thorough empirical examination in a 
Canadian context. This study attempts to provide a partial test 
of the theory by examining the effects of length of time in the 
city on native behavior in the urban labour market. 
The remainder of the study is organized into four sections. 
Section 2, which follows, provides a brief review of existing 
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research concerning native adjustment to the city and urban native 
employment and labour market experiences. Section 3 describes the 
data employed in the study and provides a description of the length 
of residence characteristics of Winnipeg•s native population. 
Section 4 presents the results of formal statistical analyses of 
the effects of length of residence on native behaviour in the urban 
labour market. The concluding section provides a summary of the 
study•s findings and discusses some of the study•s implications for 
employment policy and program development. 
2.0 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Little systematic analysis of native urbanization and urban 
life conditions has been undertaken in Canada. Moreover, most of 
the existing work in this general subject area has ignored the 
length of residence theme and, in fact, several studies have muddied 
the issue by lumping all urban natives under the label 11migrant 11 
regardless of the length of time the individual or population has 
resided in the city. Our discussion of the literature embraces 
those few studies which consider directly the effects of length of 
time in the city, as well as a much larger body of research (most 
of which derives from U.S. experiences) which considers the 
cultural and socio-economic factors affecting native adjustment to 
urban life. 
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2.1 Urban Native Employment Conditions 
Although few systematic analyses of urban native employment 
expertences have been conducted in Canada previous research has 
produced quite consistent results. For example, Clatworthy (l98la), 
Stanbury (1975) and Nagler (1973) indicated that a disproportionate 
number of urban natives worked in 'low-skill', 'low-wage' jobs and 
experienced frequent, periodic unemployment. Mooney (1976) dis-
covered that Victoria natives experience longer and more frequent 
periods of unemployment than non-natives in similar occupations. 
The F.S.I. survey (1978) of urban and rural status Indians in 
Saskatchewan indicated the urban group had a higher employment rate 
than the rural group but that, compared to other city workers, 
Regina Indians were the lowest paid and the most likely to be un-
employed. OlAND's Indian Conditions report (1980) indicated 
national off-reserve status Indian unemployment to be in the 25-30 
percent range. On the basis of non-survey research in Saskatoon, 
Dosman (1972) concluded that there is little occupational mobility 
within the urban native group. Finally, Clatworthy and Gunn's 
(1982) recently completed, largely non-quantitative overview of 
native economic circumstances in all the major urban centres of 
western Canada indicated that for the West in general, urban 
natives experience excessively high rates of unemployment; have 
labour force participation rates significantly lower than those of 
general urban populations; are disproportionately employed in low 
skill/low entry level occupations; and experience a pattern of 
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employment which is very unstable. 
Although not stated explicitly, the findings from the studies 
discussed above appear to imply the existence of a dual labour 
market in which the great majority of urban natives can be found 
in the secondary level--i.e. low-wage, low-skill jobs which provide 
minimal opportunity for advancement. Moreover, existing research 
provides an indication that movement by urban natives into the 
primary labour market of higher skill, higher pay occupations with 
potential for mobility occurs very seldom (see Clatworthy l98lc). 
In spite of the labour market difficulties experienced by the 
vast majority of urban natives, it deserves mention that most 
earlier studies have obscured the fact that a few natives-have been 
'successful urbanites' in terms of employment, as well as income. 
For example, Dosman (1972) referred to a group of 'native aristocracy', 
while Nagler (1973) also described a white collar group which ex-
hibited occupational and income stability. It is also worthy of note 
that both Stanbury (1975) and Clatworthy (l98la) cited greater labour 
market success for urban natives who had completed high school than 
for less educated members of this group. 
Looking to possible future developments in this area, Clatworthy 
and Gunn (1982) in their examination of-economic conditions in the 
western cities, implied (on the basis of some rough projections) 
that growth among the labour force age group (15+ years) of urban 
natives will be especially pronounced in the 1980's. Clatworthy's 
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(1981a) earlier more systematic work in Winnipeg noted that during 
the 1981-86 period, natives are expected to account for one-quarter 
of the projected growth in that city 1 s total labour force age group. 
This anticipated development in the West, particularly given the 
existing employment problems facing natives, would appear to be of 
great significance for labour market planners. 
2.2 Native Adjustment To The City 
Existing research concerning native adjustment to the city can 
be grouped into three broad categories including: 
a) studies which assume adjustment, adaptation or acculturation 
to prevailing norms of urban living to be necessary for native 
success in the city and urban labour market; 
b) studies which further assume that acculturation is inevitable 
(i.e. the notion of an acculturation continuum); and 
c) studies which refute the concept of inevitable acculturation 
and which focus instead on the peripheral position of native peoples 
in the economic structure of western society. 
Price 1 S (1972) analysis of Indians in Los Angeles is typical of 
the first group of studies mentioned above. Price argued that one 
tribal group, the 11 Five Civilized Tribes 11 , which had resided in 
Los Angeles longer than most of the city 1 S Indian population, had 
adapted relatively successfully to urban life. On this basis Price 
concluded that as length of residence in the city increases, native 
behaviour patterns and economic conditions become increasingly 
similar to those exhibited by the general urban population. 
Studies by Snyder (1971, 1973) and Weppner (1971) on Denver 1 S 
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Navajo population emphasize the importance of premigration circum-
stances and early urban life experiences to the successful adaptation 
of natives to the city. Weppner (1971) for example, argued that 
successful adjustment depended on the individual •s early economic 
experiences (i.e. employment, starting wages, etc.) in the city not 
being so disappointing as to destroy the desire to adjust. In a 
subsequent study Weppner (1972) concluded that it appeared that 
labour market discrimination and low starting wages severely retarded 
the process of native adjustment. Sorkin (1978) also noting the 
importance of initial urban experiences argued that the successful 
integration of natives to urban life may depend on the establishment 
of Indian centres which provide assistance in finding housing, jobs 
and social services. 
Several American studies have focused on the importance of 
differing value systems in explaining urban native problems. Tax 
(1978), for example, argues that natives are among the few peoples 
who maintain kinship and sharing cultures which differ greatly from 
North America•s individualized, economically oriented, urban society. 
Krutz (1974) has extended this line of argument to suggest that 
differing values between natives and white society adversely affect 
native employment opportunities in the city. Ablon (1972) based on 
a small sample of Indians in San Francisco contended that the Indians• 
lack of motivation for social mobility was related to culturally 
based inhibitions against future planning, wealth accumulation, and 
materialism. Work by Graves (1974), however, contradicts the 
---- ------- ------------------
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findings of Ablon's study. Graves measured the economic performance 
of Indian migrants to Denver with respect to three features of Navajo 
personality (i.e. time perspective, loss of control, and achievement 
motivation) believed to contrast with white middle class attributes. 
None of the personality measures tested by Graves were associated 
with economic performance in the city. 
Canadian research on the theme of native adjustment to the city 
remains poorly developed. However, like the U.S. research reviewed 
above, most Canadian studies draw conceptual support from the theory 
of acculturation. Ryan's (1978) work on Calgary for example, suggests 
that native adjustment problems relate largely to initial contact with 
the city and that time and the provision of proper support services 
will allow adjustment to take place. Gurstein (1977) describes the 
native urbanization process as a series of temporal stages in which 
the native migrant increasingly transfers social and economic 
relationships from a reserve (or rural) setting to the city. In a 
similar vein, Nagler (1973) based on a small sample of Indians in 
Toronto concluded that after about two years in an urban setting 
natives who had a genuine commitment to live in the city had overcome 
their adjustment problems. 
In contrast with the various studies mentioned above, which 
rely on the acculturation thesis, a few researchers have attempted 
to interpret the difficulties experienced by urban native peoples 
from a political economy perspective. This approach or style of 
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investigation has taken many forms, although it is distinguished 
by an explicit concern for the role of societal structures and 
institutions in shaping urban native economic conditions. 
Perhaps the best example of work in this regard is Jorgenson's 
(1967) adaptation :of Andre GQnder Frank's thesis on underdevelopment 
to the situation of native peoples in the northern U.S. Within a 
Canadian context, Mooney (1976) has attempted empirical examination 
of both the Frank model and the acculturation thesis using data on 
Victoria's Coastal Salish population, however, the results of the 
. . 1 . 1 exerc1se are 1nconc us1ve. Other investigators including Kerri 
(1976), Dosman (1972) and Brody (1971) have employed elements of a 
political economy approach in their analyses. 
The preceding literature review, although brief, demonstrates 
the fundamental weakness of our knowledge of native adjustment to 
urban life. Adaptation oriented research from a variety of sourc€s, 
on a diverse range of native groups, variously indicates that 
economic, social, cultural or institutional factors are most important 
in determining native life conditions in the city. Most of the 
researchers however, seem to argue that conditions are improving over 
time and will further improve should proper support services be 
implemented. Studies from a political economy perspective, although 
1. Mooney's data and methodology appear to be inappropriate for 
examining directly the length of residence effect. In addition the 
findings of her study could be interpreted as support for either of 
the competing theoretical positions. 
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scarce, generally argue that urban native problems are the outcome 
of the prevailing economic system and that significant improvements 
to urban native life conditions are unlikely to occur under present 
institutional frameworks. 
3.0 DATA AND LENGTH OF RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 
Data contained in the Institute of Urban Studies Native Data 
Base present the opportunity to formally estimate relationships 
between length of residence in the city and native labour market 
behaviour. Since the acculturation thesis posits a direct relation-
ship between length of residence in the city and performance in the 
labour market the analysis provides a test of the explanatory power 
of the thesis as it relates to native employment experiences in an 
urban setting. 
The data base contains a broad range of demographic, socio-
economic and labour market activity information for a sample of 
2453 native individuals living in 651 households. These data were 
obtained through a survey of approximately 20,000 households 
residing in the Winnipeg census metropolitan area during the June 
1979 - September 1980 period. Approximately 10 percent of the 
city•s household population were contacted during the course of the 
survey. Appendix A describes the range and nature of information 
contained in the data base. Variables used in this study include 
age, sex, household type, length of time since last move to the 
city, native sub-group, education level, employment status, present 
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and previous occupation, origin area of migrant, and number of 
weeks worked during the previous 12 month period. 
3.1 Length of Residence Characteristics 
Our survey of previous research noted that few existing studies 
of urban native peoples have analyzed directly length of residence 
patterns. Moreover, much of the literature reveals a tendency to 
consider all urban natives as recent migrants. Data available for 
Winnipeg indicate that although native migration to the city is a 
relatively recent phenomenon most native peoples have resided in 
the city for considerable periods of time and regard themselves not 
as migrants but rather permanent urban residents. 
Table 1, which documents length of residence patterns for select 
ethno-demographic subgroups of Winnipeg•s native population, reveals 
that approximately 56 percent of the native labour force age group 
has lived in the city for more than 10 years. 2 Among the population, 
average length of residency in the city approaches 15 years. Although 
length of residence patterns do not vary significantly among sex 
groups, quite marked differences exist between native groups. Average 
length of residency among the MNSI working age population is more than 
twice that of similarly aged status Indians. Recent migrants (i.e. 
individuals who moved to the city during the three years prior to 
the survey) only represent a significant component of the city•s 
2. The figures appearing in Tables 1 and 2 are population 
estimates generated from the sample data. 
Table 1 
Length of Residence in the City by Sex and Native Sub-Group 
Natives Aged 15+ Years, Winnipeg, 1980 
Length of Residence Average 
(months) Length of Residence 
Sub-Group <36 36-59 60-119 ~120 Total Months Years 
Status Indians 
Males 452 201 128 472 1253 107.0 8.9 
( 36. l) (16.0) (10.2) ( 37. 7) 
Females 793 224 363 565 1945 86.4 7.2 
(40.8) (11.5) (18. 7) (29.0) 
Total 1245 425 491 1037 3198 94.5 7.9 
(38.9) (13.3) (11.4) (32.4) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--Metis/Non Status Indians f--1 N 
I 
~1a 1 es 366 320 578 2179 3443 228.0 19.0 
(10.6) ( 9. 3) (16.8) (63.3) 
Females 440 277 727 2884 4328 203.0 16.9 
(10.2) (6.4) (16.8) (66.6) 
Total 806 597 1305 5063 7771 214.1 17.8 
(10.4) (7. 7) (16.8) (65.2) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Native 
t~a 1 es 818 521 706 2651 4696 195.7 16.3 
(17.4) (11.1) (15.0) (56.5) 
Females 1233 501 1090 3449 6273 166.8 13.9 
(19.6) (8.0) (17.4) (55.0) 
Total 2051 1022 1796 6100 10969 179.2 14.9 
(18. 7) (9.3) (16.4) (56. l) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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status Indian population. These results confirm the findings of 
earlier research which indicate that migration to the city has 
occurred more recently among status, as opposed to metis/non-status 
Indians (see for example Clatworthy 1981 a, b, c). 
Although most of Winnipeg•s adult native population are longer 
term urban residents relatively few native adults resided in the 
city during their childhood years. Table 2 indicates that roughly 
62 percent of the working age population moved to the city afte~ 
reaching 15 years of age. Only about one-quarter of the population 
(comprised largely of MNSI) has lived in Winnipeg since early child-
hood. Clearly, for most of the city•s native labour force, early 
childhood and educational experiences occurred outside of Winnipeg, 
probably in a non-urban setting. Similarly, for many urban natives 
initial employment experiences are likely to have occurred outside 
of an urban labour market. 
The population under investigation in this report is thus 
comprised largely of individuals who moved to the city as adults. 
For the vast majority of the population, however, considerable 
periods of time have passed since moving to the city. Approximately 
72 percent of the adult native population has experienced at least 
5 years of life in the city and more than 55 percent have lived in 
the city for at least 10 years. 
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Table 2 
Length of Time in City Prior to Reaching Labour Force Age 
By Sex and Native Sub-Group, Winnipeg, 1980 
Length of Residence Prior to Age 15 
(months) 
Sub-Group 0 1-35 36-119 >120 Total 
Status Indian 
Males 861 80 108 204 1253 
( 68. 7) (6.4) (8.6) (16.3) 
Females 1674 45 137 89 1945 
( 86. l) (2.3) (7.0) (4.6) 
Total 2535 125 245 293 3198 
(79.3) (3.9) (7. 7) (9.2) 
- - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Meti s/Non Status Indian 
Males 1955 101 397 990 3443 
(56.8) (2.9) (11.5) (28.8) 
Females 2339 175 428 1386 4328 
(54.0) (4.0) (9.9) (32.0) 
Total 4294 276 825 2376 7771 
(55.3) (3.6) (10.6) (30.6) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Native 
Males 2816 181 505 1194 4696 
(60.0) (3.9) (10.8) (25.4) 
Females 4013 220 565 1475 6273 
(64.0) (3.5) (9.0) (23.5) 
Total 6829 401 1070 2669 10969 
(62.3) (3. 7) (9.8) (24.3) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - - - -
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4.0 THE EFFECTS OF LENGTH OF RESIDENCY ON NATIVE EMPLOYMENT 
Previous attempts to measure the effects of length of residency on 
urban native employment patterns have been plagued by methodological 
problems. Mooney (1976) and Chadwick and White (1973) for example, failed 
to employ adequate analytical controls relating to several characteristics 
of the individual, including age and education level, which affect labour 
market performance. As such, the results of earlier studies as they 
pertain to length of residence effects may be spurious. In addition, 
prior studies have not explicitly recognized that the effects of length 
of residence on labour market behaviour could vary among sub-groups of 
the native population. Given the segmented character of the labour 
market and strong relationships between occupation, education and demo-
graphic characteristics, there is good reason to believe that labour 
market performance over time will differ among population sub-groups. 
The statistical methods used in this study, logistic regression 
analysis and regression employing dummy variables, overcome some of the 
difficulties noted above. These procedures allow for the construction 
of models which include not only the main effects of independent variables 
but also interaction effects associated with specific combinations of 
independent variables. The analyses consider five dimensions of labour 
market behaviour including labour force participation and unemployment 
rates, employment stability, occupational levels and occupational mobility 
rates. Logistic regression analyses are used~to estimate_tbe models_of 
labour force participation and unemployment rates. Models of employment 
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stability, occupation level and occupational mobility rates are estimated 
using dummy variable regression techniques. The numbers of observations 
available for the analyses are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Sample Sizes Available For Analyses 
Model Number of Observations 
Labour Force Participation Rates 
Unemployment Rates 
Employment Stability Levels 
Occupational Levels 
Occupational Mobility Rates 
4.1 Labour Force Participation Rates 3 
1324 
634 
612 
612 
206 
Efforts to isolate length of residence effects on labour force 
participation involved the estimation of three separate models. These 
models, which are identical except for the specification of the length 
of residence variable, are outlined below. 
Consider a 5-way (I x J x K x L x M) contingency table in which the 
five dimensions pertain to current labour force status, sex, native group 
(i.e. status Indian vs. MNSI), education level, and length of residency 
in the city, respectively. Let fijkZm and FijkZm represent respectively, 
3. The concepts of labour force participation and unemployment used 
in this study are those of the Labour Force Survey. 
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the observed and expected number of individuals in all (i~ j~ k~ l~ m) 
cells of the table, with the subscripts referring to the following 
categories: 
Current Labour Force 
Status (I = 2) 
Sex (J = 2) 
Native Group (K = 2) 
Education (L = 3) 
in Model (1) Length of Residence 
in City (M = 2) 
in Model (2) Length of Residence 
in City (M = 2) 
in Model (3) Length of Residence 
in City (M = 2) 
i = 1 
i = 2 
j = 1 
j = 2 
k = 1 
k = 2 
l = 1 
l = 2 
l = 3 
m = 1 
m = 2 
m = 1 
m = 2 
m = 1 
m = 2 
in labour force 
not in labour force 
male 
female 
status Indian 
Metis/Non-Status Indian 
less than 7 grades completed 
7-ll grades completed 
12 or more grades completed 
<3 years since last move to 
~3 years since last move to 
<5 years since last move to 
~5 years since last move to 
<10 years since last move to 
?l 0 years since 1 ast move to 
Let N represent the total number of observations in the table, such 
that: 
"Lf. ·k-r = "LF. ·k-r = N 7.-J &m 7.-J &m (1) 
city 
city 
city 
city 
city 
city 
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We define the logit, ~. as the natural logarithim of the ratio of 
labour force participants to non-participants in every 4-way combination 
of the levels of the other four variables. Thus: 
~jklm =log (F1jklm /F2jklm) (2) 
Procedures developed by Goodman (1971) and others permit decompo-
sition of the logit into independent and additive components of the main 
effects and interactions related to the four explanatory (independent) 
variables. In this case the model of interest to us can be written as: 
~jklm = 1-l + B~ + B~ + Ilz + ~ 
. JK 
+ Bjk + (other two variable combinations) 
JKL 
+ Bjkl + (other three variable combinations) 
JKLM 
+ Bjklm (3) 
Where 1-l is a constant representing the grand mean of the logits, B~ 
J 
is the jth parameter pertaining in our model to the sex factor. (B~ 
and B~ denote the difference from the grand mean associated with being 
male and female respectively. B~~ is the jkth parameter representing 
the sex * native group interaction; for example B~~ denotes the deviation 
from the sum of the grand mean ·(ll) and the main effects (B~ and ~) 
attributable to being male and being a status Indian (similarly for 
other parameters and for the other five two variable interactions). 
B~~ refers to the jklth parameter of the sex * native group * 
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education interaction (and similarly for the other three variable inter-
actions). 
B~~~ in the jklmth parameter associated with the one four variable 
interaction. 
The effects must satisfy the following conditions: 
J E .B. = 0 . ( 4) 
J J 
JK JK 
EjBjk = EkBjk = 0 (5) 
JKL JKL JKL 
EjBjkl = Ek Bjkl = ElBjkl = 0 (6) 
JKLM JKLM JKLM " BJ_KLM = O EjBjklm = EkBjklm = EzBjklm = ~m Jklm (?) 
Each model consists, therefore, of four main effects and eleven 
interactions each associated with a set of parameters pertaining to the 
respective variables. In a fashion similar to the B's the degrees of 
freedom associated with the parameters are independent and additive 
(see Goodman 1970). 
4.2 Unemployment Rates 
Investigation of the effects of length of urban residency on unemploy-
ment rates involved the estimation of three 6-way (i.e. I .x J x K x L x M x N) 
contingency table models. These models, like those estimated for labour 
force participation rates, differ only with respect to specification of 
the length of residency variable. Subscripts of the variables included 
in the models refer to the following categories: 
Employment Status (I= 2) 
Age (J = 2) 
Sex (K = 2) 
Native Group(L = 2) 
Education (M = 3) 
in ModeZ (4) Length of Residence 
in City (N = 2) 
in ModeZ (5) Length of Residence 
in City (N = 2) 
in ModeZ (6) Length of Residence 
in City (N = 2) 
4.3 Estimating the Models 
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i = 1 
i = 2 
j = 1 
j = 2 
k = 1 
k = 2 
z = 1 
z = 2 
m = 1 
m = 2 
m = 3 
n = 1 
n=2 
n = 1 
n = 2 
n = 1 
n = 2 
unemployed 
employed 
<25 years cif age 
~25 years of age 
male 
female 
Status Indian 
Meti s/non-status Indian 
less than 7 grades completed 
7-11 grades completed 
12 or more grades completed 
<3 years since last move to 
;;:.3 years since last move to 
<5 years since last move to 
~5 years since 1 ast move to 
<10 years since last move to 
;?10 years since last move to 
Some of the main effects and interactions may not be statistically 
significant in the sense that they do not affect the legit values. As 
such, our concern is to isolate a model containing only those effects 
city 
city 
city 
city 
city 
city 
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which are especially important in explaining the variations in the logit 
values. We employ a procedure commonly referred to as stepwise logit 
analysis to identify the best fit models (Goodman 1971). One effect 
at a time is chosen for inclusion in the model starting with the lowest 
order (main) effects and proceeding to higher order interactions. At 
each step in the process a significance test determines whether to 
retain or delete the added effect. The process of adding effects to 
the model continues until no further effect satisfies the significance 
criterion (in our models, a= .05). 
4.4 Analysis Results: Labour Force Participation Rates 
Table 4 summarizes the results of efforts to estimate the three 
labour force participation rate models. Significant effects included 
in the models are listed in column 2 of the table. Listed in column 3 
is a ratio R, which measures the amount of total x2 variation. accounted 
for by the set of effects included in the model. This ratio, which can 
be used as an index to determine the merit of the model, is calculated 
as follows: 
R = x2 (total variation) - x2 (model at a given step) 
x2 (total variation) 
(8) 
The table reveals that the models are identical with respect to the 
effects or parameters included. Each of the models contains significant 
effects for sex, native group, and education level. Of particular interest 
with respect to the focus of this study is the absence of significant 
Model 
(l) 
( 2) 
(3) 
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· Table 4 
Estimation of Labour Force Participation Rate Models 
Significant Effects 
J~ K~ L 
same as Model (1) 
same as Model (l) 
R 
.913 
.901 
.915 
where J = sex, K = native group, L = education, and M = length of residence 
in the city. 
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length of residence effects in each of the models. Very simply, the 
models imply that native labour force participation rates are not 
pattey-ned over (or affected by) length of urban residency. 
Table 5 provides a more detailed summary of the sequence of steps 
leading to specification of Model (3) 4. The effects or parameters 
added at each step are identified in column 2. Columns 3 and 4 present 
values of the maximum likelihood (MLR) x2 ratio and the degrees of freedom 
associated with each step. Columns 5 and 6 present changes in the MLR ~ 
and degrees of freedom resulting from the addition of each effect into 
the model. The ratio, R, identified earlier, is listed in column 7 of 
the table and column 8 presents the proportion of total x2 variation 
accounted for by each of the effects. 
The table reveals, as expected, that sex (variable J) is the most 
powerful factor in differentiating rates of native l~bour force pa~ti~i-
pation. Participation rates, however, are also strongly patterned over 
education level (variable L). Native group (variable K) although highly 
significant accounts for a comparatively small amount of variation in 
participation rates and is substantially less important than either sex 
or education in accounting for participation rate differentials. 
4. We elect to present more detailed information on this model 
because it provides the best fit to the data and contains the fewest 
number of significant parameters. It should be noted that parameter 
estimates for this model vary only slightly from those of Models (1) 
and (2) ~ 
Table 5 
Summary of Stepwise Logit Analysis of Labour Force Participation Rates (Model (3)) 
Step (3 added 2 4:_L h . 2 change in d. f. % of total x 2 
_X_ c ange 1n x R 
( 1 ) - 287.019 24 
I 
(2) J 89.695 23 197.325* 1 .687 68.7 N +:> 
(3) L 35.483 21 54.211* 2 .876 18.9 
(4) K 24.258 20 11. 226* 1 .915 3.9 
* effect significant at a = .01 
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Table 6, which presents the parameter estimates of Model (3), 
reveals the magnitudes and directions of the effects on participation 
rates. Given these parameters, estimates of the probability of 
participating in the labour force (i.e. labour force participation 
rates) can be obtained from equation (9) below: 
-~.k~ 
LFPRjkZm = 1 ~ (1 + e J &m) (9) 
These estimates are illustrated graphically in Figure 1. The figure 
reveals that labour force participation among the urban native popula-
tion is: 
i) substantially lower among females than males, 
ii) substantially higher among better educated individuals, 
iii) moderately higher among metis/non-status, as opposed to, 
status Indians, 
and iv) not affected by length of residency in the city. 
4.5 Analysis Results: Unemployment Rates 
Results of the estimation of the three unemployment rate models 
(i.e. Models (4), (5) and (6)) are summarized in Table 7. The table 
indicates that although there exists some variability in goodness of 
fit (i.e. the ratio E), all models are identical with respect to the 
effects included. Significant effects on unemployment rates were 
identified for age, sex, native group and education level. In addition 
each of the models contain significant interaction effects associated 
with age * education and sex * native group. As in the case of labour 
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Table 6 
Parameter Estimates of Labour Force 
Participation Rate Model (3) 
Grand Mean: ~ = 0.500 
J 
K 
L 
j = l 
k = l 
l = l -0.763 
0.818 
-0.211 
l = 2 
j = 2 
k = 2 
0. {)62 l = 3 
-0.818 
0.211 
0.701 
LFPR 
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Figure 1 
ESTIMATED LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES BY SEX, NATIVE GROUP 
AND EDUCATION LEVEL, WINNIPEG, 1980 
·9 
·8 
·7 
·6 
·5 
·4 
·3 
·2 
·1 
.~: MNSI ~1al es Status Indian Males 
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.~· 
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<7 7-11 12+ 
HIGHEST GRADE 
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Table 7 
Estimation of Unemployment Rate Models 
Model Significant Effects R 
(4) ]1_, J_, K_, L_, M_, J X M_, KXL . 790 
(5) same as Model (4) . 794 
(6) same as Model (4) .819 
where J = age, K = sex, L = native group, M = education and N = length 
of residence in the city. 
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force participation rates none of the unemployment rate models include 
effects pertaining to length of urban residency. 
A detailed summary of the sequence of steps involved in estimating 
Model (6) is provided in Table 8. The table indicates that differentials 
in unemployment rates are most pronounced over age and education groups, 
however, significant differences occur between sex and native groups. 
The contribution of the two interaction terms, although significant, 
tendstQbe small in comparison with the main effects. 
Using the parameter estimates of Model (6) (see Table 9) estimates 
of the probability of incurring unemployment have been calculated. These 
estimates which are illustrated in Figure 2 indicate that rates of 
unemployment among the city's native population are: 
i) lower among MNSI than status Indians; 
ii) substantially lower for males than females among the 
MNSI population; 
iii) roughly equivalent for males and females among the 
status Indian population; 
iv) markedly higher among younger natives, especially 
those with lower levels of education; 
v) substantially lower among better educated natives, 
particularly those with 12 or more grades completed 
and those aged <25 years; 
and vi) not affected by length of residency in the city. 
Table 8 
Summary of Stepwise Logit Analysis of Unemployment Rates (Model (6)) 
Step s added _r_ 4_£__ change in 2C_ change in d.f. R % of total x2 
( 1 ) - 83.275 23 
( 2) J 60.780 22 22.494* 1 .270 27.0 
( 3) M 44.012 20 16.769* 2 . 471 20. 1 
(4) L 33.458 19 10.554* 1 .598 12.7 
( 5) K 26.482 18 6.976* 1 .682 8.4 w 0 
( 6) KXL 21.764 17 4.718* 1 .739 5.7 
(7) JXM 15.096 15 6.667** 2 .819 8.0 
* effect significant at a = .01 
** effect significant at a = .05 
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Table 9 
Parameter Estimates of Unemployment Rate Model (6) 
Grand Mean: ~ = -0.557 
J 
K 
L 
M 
J*M 
K * L 
j = 1 
k = 1 
l = 1 
m = 1 
j = 1 
j = 2 
h = 1 
h = 2 
0.768 
0.527 
-0.179 
0.275 
m = 2 
m = 1 
0.637 
-0.637 
l = 1 
0.208 
-0.208 
j = 2 
k = 2 
l = 2 
· 0.148 - m = 3 
m = 2 
-0.40 
0.040 
l = 2 
-0.208 
0.208 
-0.527 
0.179 
-0.275 
-0.916 
m = 3 
-0.597 
0.597 
·81 ~~ 
. 7 .... A 
. 6-1 '\. 
UR ·51 
·4 
·3 -1 
·2-1 
·1-1 
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Figure 2 
ESTH1/HED RATES OF UNE~iPLOYMENT BY' AGE, SEX; 
NATIVE GROUP AND EDUCATION LEVEL, WINNIPEG, 1980 
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4.6 Analysis of Employment Stability, Occupational Levels and Occupational 
Mobility 
The preceding analyses have attempted to identify the effects of 
several socio-demographic variables including length of urban residency 
on native labour force participation and employment patterns. The 
analyses have found that participation and unemployment rates are not 
patterned over length of residency in the city. These results, which 
are in conflict with those postulated by the acculturation thesis, 
raise doubts about the applicability of the theory in terms of explaining 
urban native labour market behaviour. The possibility remains, however, 
that length of urban residency affects other facets of native employment 
behaviour. This section of the study extends the scope of our investi-
gation of length of residence effects to include employment stability, 
occupation levels, and occupational mobility rates. 
Employment stability is measured as the ratio of length of time 
employed to length of time in the labour force during the previous 12 
month period. In the case of individuals who moved to the city (or 
reached labour force age) during the previous 12 months the denominator 
used in the construction of the ratio measures the length of time during 
which the individual could have participated in the urban labour market. 
The analysis includes only those individuals who held a job during some 
portion of the 12 month period prior to the survey. 
Occupation levels are measured according to the Blishen/McRoberts 
index of occupations (see Appendix B). For individuals employed at the 
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time of the survey the index refers to present occupation. For indivi-
duals not working at the time of the survey the index refers to the 
individual's most recent prior employment experience. As in the case 
of the employment stability analysis, only those individuals who worked 
some portion of the 12 month period prior to the survey are included in 
the study. 
Occupational mobility rates were constructed by dividing the 
difference of the Blishen/McRoberts index for present and previous 
occupations by the length of time (in years) since starting the previous 
occupation. In the case of individuals for whom full employment 
histories were available the variable measures change between the present 
occupation level and the level associated with their first job in the 
city. For all other individuals the variable measures change between 
present occupation and the least recent previous occupation in the city 
for which information was provided. 
The analyses employ a form of multiple regression in which the 
individual's socio-demographic and length of residency characteristics 
(i.e. the independent variables) are specified as dummy variables. The 
models to be estimated have the form: 
Y = B0 + B1x1 + B2x2 + B3x3 + B4X4 + B~5 + B6X6 + B7x7 + s (10) 
where Y = employment stability index (Model (7)) 
=occupation level (Model (8)) 
=annual rate of occupational mobility (Model (9)) 
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x1 = 1 if ~25 years of age 
X = 0 1 if <25 years of age 
X = 1 2 if female 
X = 0 2 if male 
x3 = 1 if MNSI 
x3 = o if status Indian 
x4 = 1 if education level is 7-11 years of schooling 
x4 = o if otherwise 
x5 = 1 if education level is 12 or more years of schooling 
x5 = o if otherwise 
x6 = 1 if length of urban residency 3-10 years 
X = o if otherwise 6 
x7 = 1 if length of urban residency >10 years 
x7 = o if otherwise 
The B's refer (as in our earlier analyses) to the parameters of the 
model and are interpreted as the effects of the independent variables 
on employment stability, occupation level and occupational mobility rates. 
s is the normal (random) error term. The dummy variables are specified 
such that the B0 (the constant) reflects the score on the dependent 
variable (e.g. employment stability) of a baseline or reference group 
(i.e. where x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = x5 = x6 = x7 = o). B1 ... B7 measure 
the effect on the dependent variable attributable to a change in the 
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level of the associated independent variable. B1 , for example, measures 
the effect of being 25 or more years of age as opposed to being less than 
25 years of age. Similarly B2-B7 measure respectively, the effects of 
being female, a metis/non-status Indian, of having 7-11 years of schooling, 
of having 12 or more years of schooling, of residing in the city for 3-10 
years, and of residing in the city for more than 10 years. 
4.7 Results: Employment Stability 
Table 10 provides a summary of the results of the employment stability 
regression analysis. The table reveals that although several of the 
independent variables are statistically significant, the model fails to 
account for a substantial portion of the total variance (R2 = .159). The 
parameters (B's) suggest that employment stability is higher among older 
natives, MNSI, and individuals possessing 12 or more grades of schooling. 
Employment stability tends to be lower among native females. Of special 
interest are the results concerning length of urban residency. Although 
statistically significant only for individuals with 3-10 years of resi-
dency in the city, both parameters (B6 and B7 ) associated with length of 
residency are negative. These results imply that employment stability 
does not improve with longer residency in the city; on the contrary, 
natives who lived in the city for more than three years tended to be 
employed for a fewer number of weeks (during the previous 12 month period) 
than those who recently moved to the city. 
4.8 Results: Occupation Levels 
The regression analysis of occupation levels (see Table 11) also 
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Table 10 
Results of Employment Stability Regression Analysis 
Standard 
Variable B Error of B Significance 
Constant (B 0J 0.579 
Age = ~5 years (Bl) 0.148 0.039 a = .001 
Sex = Female (B. 2J -0.205 0.036 a = .001 
Native Group = MNSI (B,3) 0. 091 0.040 a = .023 
Education 7-11 years (B4) 0.033 0.058 NS 
Education ~12 years (B sJ 0.129 0.063 a = .042 
Length of Residence 3-10 years (B 6) -0.115 0.051 a = .025 
Length of Residence ~10 years (B7) -0.020 0.047 NS 
R2 = .159 N = 612 
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labl e 11 
Results of Occupation Level Regression Analysis 
Standard 
Variable 
__]}_ Error of E Significance 
Constant (B 0J 29.460 
Age = ).:25 years (Bl) 1.209 0.897 NS 
Sex = Female (B2J -l. 964 0.761 a = .01 
Native Group = MNSI (E3) 0.158 0.844 NS 
Education 7-ll years (B4) 2.142 l. 041 a = .04 
Education 12+ years (BsJ 10.519 l. 219 a = .001 
Length of Residence 3-l 0 years (EG) -l. 370 l. 093 NS 
Length of Residence l 0+ years (B7) 0.148 0.992 NS 
R2 = • 159 N = 612 
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failed to account for a large portion of the total variance (R2 = .159). 
Moreover, only three of the seven independent variables included in the 
model proved significant at the a= .05 confidence level. Occupation 
levels are higher among native individuals with higher levels of education, 
especially those who have completed 12 or more years schooling. The co-
efficient for sex (x2 ) was also significant implying that native females 
exhibit marginally lower scores on the occupation level index. The co-
efficients for both length of urban residency variables (x6 and x7 ) were 
not statistically different from zero, implying that length of residency 
has little or no effect on native occupation levels. 
4.9 Results: Occupational Mobility Rates 
Table 12 provides a summary of the results of our analyses of rates 
of occupational mobility. Although only three of the coefficients are 
statistically significant the model fits the data reasonably well 
(R2 ~ .482). Occupational mobility rates are unaffected by sex, native 
group and level of education. The effect of age (x1 ) is negative although 
quite small implying that rates of mobility are marginally lower among 
older native individuals. The coefficients associated with the two 
length of urban residency variables (x6 and x7 ) are highly significant 
and negative. These coefficients imply that occupational mobility among 
the population is substantially lower among longer term urban residents. 
Moreover, among those individuals who have resided in the city for more 
than 10 years, mobility is generally downward. 
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Table 12 
Results of Occupational Mobility Rate Regression Analysis 
Standard 
Variable 
_!L Error of B Significance 
Constant (B 0J 1 . 198 
Age = ~25 years (BJ.J -0.130 .060 a = .026 
Sex = Female (B2) -0.059 .048 NS 
Native Group = MNSI (B3) -0.077 .060 NS 
Education 7-11 years (B4) 0.117 .084 NS 
Education 12+ years (BsJ 0.078 .096 NS 
Length of Residence 3-10 years (B,6) -0.842 .084 a = .001 
Length of Residence ~10 years (B7) -0.907 .072 a = .001 
R2 = .482 N = 206 
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study has attempted to identify and measure the effects of 
length of urban residency on several dimensions of native labour 
market behaviour in Winnipeg. In comparison with previous research, 
the methodologies employed in this study control more fully for 
variations in the individual•s ethno-demographic characteristics and 
thus allow more accurate estimation of leng~h of residence differentials. 
The major findings of the study are summarized below: 
i) The majority of the city•s native population of labour force 
age (i.e. 15 or more years) migrated to the city as adults. As such 
it seems highly likely that the educational and early employment 
experiences of most Winnipeg natives occurred outside of an urban 
context. 
ii) For most native people however, considerable periods of time 
have passed since moving to the city. More than three quarters of the 
population have lived continuously in the city for five or more years 
and approximately 55 percent have been residents of the city for more 
than 10 years. 
iii) Differentials in rates of labour force participation among 
Winnipeg•s native population are largely attributable to sex and 
education differences. Participation rates are unaffected by length 
of residency in the city. 
iv) Native unemployment rates are strongly patterned over (or 
affected by) education level, native group, sex, and age. Unemployment 
rates do not vary over length of residence in the city. 
v) Longer residence in the city does not lead to higher levels 
of employment stability among ltJinnipeg•s natives. Employment stability 
is, however, greater among better educated members of the labour force. 
vi) Present occupation levels appear to be unaffected by length of 
residency and occupational mobility rates are sharply lower among 
longer term residents. 
In general the study has found that no substantial differences exist 
between longer term native residents and recent native migrants with 
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respect to several dimensions of labour market behaviour. The severe 
employment difficulties experienced by native newcomers to the city 
have been found to occur to the same degree amongst native individuals 
who have resided continuously in the city for more than ten years. 
The absence of length of residence effects on native employment patterns 
clearly raises questions about the utility of the acculturation thesis 
in terms of explaining native adaptation to urban life and the urban 
labour market. 
In light of the study 1 S findings concerning the pervasiveness and 
temporal stability of native employment difficulties, the present role 
of native peoples in the urban labour market appears to be firmly 
established. This condition is consistent with the postulates of the 
political economy theories of Mooney (1976) and Jorgenson (1967) and 
sugges~the need to examine more fully native employment and labour 
market issues from this theoretical and analytical perspective. 
The study 1 S results are also consistent with the arguments of 
the dual or segmented labour market theory. Hithin the context of 
this theory the lack of improvement in native employment conditions 
over time results from the inability of the population to gain access 
to primary market occupations through direct entry. Earlier research 
by the author strongly suggests that the native labour force is 
employed for the most part in very low level 11 Secondary11 --ma·rket-.oe:c.u-
pations [see Clatworthy 19'8la]. The present study reveals that the 
movement of natives out of these occupations into higher level 
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occupations which characterize the primary labour market is not 
occurring. 
With respect to policy and program development our results 
suggest that rudimentary job and life skills development and short 
term work experience programs which attempt simply to 11 familiarize 
and acclimatize 11 native people to urban life and the urban labour 
market are unlikely to have much effect in terms of improving the 
employability or employment opportunities of urban native peoples. 
When delivered in isolation, such programs appear for the most part 
capable only of preparing native workers for •1ow level • employment 
in the secondary labour market, thus perpetuating the patterns of 
employment and labour market behaviour identified in this study. 
The study•s results pertaining to the effects of education on 
native employment patterns strongly suggest the need to redirect 
and strengthen education and occupational training programs. Sub-
stantial improvements in employment patterns have been clearly 
identified among high school and technical vocation school graduates, 
especially among young native adults. Based on earlier research 
(e.g. Deprez (1973)) skill development and education programs are 
likely to be most successful if tied closely to affirmative action 
and job creation programs which create primary labour market job 
opportunities for native peoples. 
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Data Bases Employed 
in the Study 
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I.U.S. Native Housing Data Base 
1.1 Individual Sub-File 
I NFOR~·1A TI ON 
BIT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
DESCRIPTION 
census tract J.D. 
age 
sex 
education level 
current employment s~atus 
indian group 
weeks worked last year 
length of time in city 
present job S.E.S. 
present job rank of S.E.S. 
present job occupation J.D. # 
present job length of employment 
present job hours per week 
time unemployed between current 
and previous job 
previous job S.E.S. 
previous job rank of S~E.S. 
previous job occupation J.D. # 
previous job length of employment 
previous job hours per week 
time unemployed between previous and 
2nd previous job 
2nd previous job S.E.S. 
2nd previous job rank of S.E.S. 
2nd previous job occupation J.D. # 
2nd previous job length of employment 
2nd previous job hours per week 
time unemployed between 2nd and 3rd 
previous jobs 
3rd previous job S.E.S. 
3rd previous job rank of S.E.S. 
3rd previous job occupation 1.D. # 
3rd previous job length of employment 
3r.d previous job hours per week 
lst job in city S.E.S. 
1st job in city rank of S.E.S. 
lst job in city occupation J.D. # 
lst job in city length of employment 
lst job in city hours per week 
buffer 
TOTAL length 
FORMAT 
13 
12 
Il 
12 
Il 
Il 
I2 
I3 
I4 
I3 
I4 
I3 
12 
I3 
I4 
I3 
I4 
I3 
I2 
I3 
I4. 
I3 
14 
13 
12 
I3 
14 
13 
14 
I3 
12 
14 
I3 
I4 
I3 
12 
IlO 
1114 
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I.U.S. Native Housing Data Base 
1.2 Household Sub-File 
VARIABLE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
DESCRIPTION 
Sampling Area 
Sex of Household Head (H.H.) 
Age of Household Head (H.H.) 
Education Level of H.H. 
Employment Status of H.H. 
Native Group of H.H. 
Household Type 
Household Size 
# of Children aged~ 5 years 
# of Children aged 5-16 years 
# of Children aged ~17 years 
# of Household members employed 
Total Household Income 
Transfer Income 
Recipient of Social Assistance 
U.I. recipient 
Pension recipient 
Ed/Training Allowance recipient 
Other transfer recipient 
i1onths s i nee moving to city 
# of times a resident of Winnipeg 
Reasons for Moving to Winnipeg: 
Employment 
Education 
Medical 
Housing 
Family in city 
Problems on reserve 
Other 
Community of Origin (or reserve) 
Migration Intentions 
# of Household members in labour force 
# of Major housing unit defects 
C.M.H.C. housing condition code 
Structure type 
# of rooms 
# of rooms used as bedrooms 
Tenure 
Value of owner occupied units 
Annual shelter cost 
Buffer 
TOTAL Length 
DATA 
FORMAT 
I2 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I1 
I5 
I5 
Il 
I1 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I3 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I1 
Il 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
16 
I4 
Ill 
175 
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APPENDIX B 
The Blishen/McRobert 
Occupation Index 
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Construction of the Blishen/McRoberts Scale 
The Blishen/McRoberts (8/M) socio-economic index of occupa-
tions is based upon the results of a regression analysis 
employing occupational prestige as the dependent variable and 
education level and income as independent variables. 
The relationship may be expressed as follows: 
Status (Y) = 
The scaled occupations are taken from those listed in the 
1971 Canadian occupational manual {Department of Manpower and 
Immi9ration, 1974). The scale is a revision of the same type of 
analysis employed by Blishen's (1967) original index. 
The data for the scale are taken from the 1971 Canadian 
census and"are based on those persons in the male labour force 
who worked in 1970 and for whom occupation refers to the job 
held in the week preceding the 1971 census enumeration or the 
job of longest duration since 1 January, 1970 if they were 
not employed that week'' (Blishen and McRoberts, 1976: 71). 
The income variable was defined as follows: ''the income 
level ... is expressed as the percentage of males who worked 
in an occupation in 1970 and whose 1970 employment income was 
$6500 or over" (p. 71). Income data were obtained from a total 
enumeration of the labour force collected through the 1971 
census. 
The education variable "is expressed as the percentage of 
males who worked in an occupation in 1970 and who had attended 
at least grade 12 if the province of schooling was Prince Edward 
Island, New Bruswick, Ontario, British Columbia, Yukon, or 
outside Canada, or who had attended at least Grade 11 if their 
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schooling had been undertaken in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, 
Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or Alberta" (p. 72). Again, 
data were obtained from a total enumeration of the labour 
force collected through the 1971 census. 
The dependent variable, occupational prestige, was defined 
as the Pineo-Porter (1966) prestige score for occupations. 
Prestige scores for 102 occupations which corresponded to the 
1971 census occupational classification were utilized. ''The 
unstandardized regression weights resulting from the regression 
analysis were .2640 for income and .3619 for education. The 
intercept was 13.985" (p. 72). Occupations were ranked 
according to a 10-digit socio-economic index score produced in 
the regression analysis. 
Table B-1 provides an alphabetical listing of CCDO 
occupations by socin-economic index and the rank of the index. 
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Table B-1 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF OCCUPA"fiONS BY SOCIOECONOMIC INDEX AND RANK ORDER, 
CANADA, J97J 
Occupational 
das.1ijication 
number 
Occupational 
classificu tion 
>bo·dinF & poli>hinr_oc_c-,·-c-1•-Y--F-:-1"-" & st.>ne. n.<.c. 
;sccounl:anls. ~uditors & fin;.mci~l officer~ 
8373 
I 171 
3335 
331~ 
~ 192 
1134 
1133 
517~ 
2155 
2131 
9119 
9113 
~515 
)S:\82' 
61o9 
2165 
2141 
2159 
3373 
3375 
6147 
8213 
6143 
6123 
8227 
2133 
7715 
8337 
~571 
9517 
4131 
4139 
8782 
9171 
8585 
8:'\2~ 
5177 
5191 
8541 
7311 
8781 
8251 
6133 
-6121 
8179 
2142 
2111 
2143 
8379 
8159 
3370 
8173 
4191 
5133 
6116 
2791 
8783 
9133 
8733 
8171 
8111 
8575 
8371 
3333 
9155 
9151 
3157 
3113 
3152 
3154 
8165 
2163 
5193 
4143 
2311 
2391 
8739 
8533 
2144 
8531 
8731 
9559 
8535 
8534 
2731 
2739 
:actors 
,.d. & illu~tratinf llrtjo;.ts 
:.tdju,lcrs. cl:..im 
~tdmmistr:..tor~. mC'd;cinc & hcahh 
~mini~tr:.thH~. tc4ichinE & rei. fidd~ 
J~dvcrti:!>ini! ,.:~;Jc,.mc:-n 
~cron4ut ic:al cnJ<inccr~ 
""t:ricultutist~ & rei _:-.cicnti~t!o 
lllr tr:o.n!:>pon opcJ.,ttn~ ncc5o. n.e.c. 
=~~:;:nrn~j~~·;~!~~~,~~r:~.c~~c.c. 
.eircr<tfl mcch;mic, & rcp""irmcn 
:~~ppcud &. rurnishin_J.!~. 'cnricc OCC5.. n.e.C. 
""rchi1ec. & rnginccrinE tcchnologi!.ts & tcchnici~n~ 
ar..:hitccts. 
~rchitcct' & cnginccn n.c.c. 
athlelcs 
8Ttcnd;.tnts.. ~pon & recreation 
b~br~incrs 
h•kang. confectionery m<.~king & rd. occs. 
barbers.. h41irdrc~~n & rei. nccs. 
· b;.nendcrs 
bcvcr·~c rrocc~~- nee~. 
biol-oEi't~ & rei. scH:ntish 
blast in~ occs. 
hnilcrm"'lo::.cr!.. p~tcr~ & ~tructur:;.·d metal \olo'Orkcr~ 
bondinE & <..cmentmg occ': ruhb. phlo:.t. & rei. prod. 
b.L)o{')k.binder!l & rcl. occs. 
J:x,..,Jkir.ecpcr~ & ~cc"tin,F clerks 
h<)(.ll..lr..c:cpin~. :<~c<..·nunt-rc\.·ording & rei. CK"CS n.c.c. 
brick & !.tOnt: m~x-.n!> & tile -.cucrs 
bu~ drivers 
bus. & com me h.·. m"'<..·hinc mech..anics & rcp011rmcn 
bus.. & commr1c. m0:1.:hinc~ f~bi-ic.at. & <:i!>~mbl. cx·c:. n.c.C. 
bu~inc's. ~erYii.·c«. ~""~~ .. ,men 
huyers. wh.llc ... ~lc & rc1""iltr.Gdc 
C;4.hinct & w\~ flllmtuoc tr..:iikcrs. 
c.<spt4lin!l & nth. officer :I.. fi!lhini vc:-.:~ocls 
C2rpcnlcr!> & rd. occs. 
ccllulo:o.c pulp prcp0:1ring occs. 
ch~mhcr m•i.d!l. & hnu~cmcn 
chefs & coob. 
che:m. petrol. ruhb. plast. .&: rcl. m~le-r. prOCCS!I.. occ~. n.c.c. 
chcmi._::~:~l cnl!inccrs 
chemists 
civil cnginccn 
clay. rhl~s & stone & rd. m:at. rn..:.<~chin. occs. n.c.c. 
clay. gh:~.ss & stone proccS$. form in~ & rei. occs. n.c.c. 
COillchcs. tr•incrs. instruc1ors & mgr~: !.port & rcc. 
CNI1inf: .& c.alc-ndcring occs: chcm. & rei. mat. 
colkc1t'1or·s 
comTrKrcial Jr4vcl1crs 
commis~ion('d officers_ •rmcd forces 
commun. colic¥~: & voc;tttorutl schooltc::4chcr!. 
concrctf: fini,.hmg & rei. occs. 
conductors & bral~:mcn. r._i1'1W3y 
con,.truction rlcctric. & repairmen 
cru!\hin~ & grinding cx-cs: chcm. & rcl. nutcrials 
crushin~ & grinding occs: miner~ I orcs 
cutting&. fin1shing occs: rubb. ph! st. & rcl. prod. 
cuning & sh•ping occ~: clO:Jy. _gb~s. & stone 
d;tnc.:rs & chl)fCOZO'"•Phcn 
deck crew. ship 
deck officers 
dcnl:tl hygicni~h. ~'~ist. & technic. 
dentists 
dictici:.tns & nutritionists. 
di~pcn!>ing opticians 
distiL. ~uhlim. & c•rbc.mi2. o~:cs. chcmi1...dls & rcl. ~tcrials 
dr•u,ghtsmcn 
drivcr-~lc«.mcn 
c.d.p. equip. opcrah.ns 
cconomt3ols 
educ:.tior..:1l & vuc.Gtiunal coun~clklrs 
cl. pow. light. & .... ·ire commun. equip crcc. i. & r. occ~. n.e.c. 
dec. & rd. c-9uip.-i. & r. occs. n.c.c. 
electric• I cnrmccrs 
ckctrical equip. (<o~hriC3t. .& 2~~cmb. OCC~. 
electrical power lincmll.n & rcl. occs.. 
electron. & rei. commun. equip. ppcrati~ occs. n.c.c. 
electronic & rei. equip. insuJL & rcp.ctir. occs. n.c.c. 
clcctronlc equip. rahric•t. &. zs:-.cmb. occ,_ 
dcm. & kindcrg:.~:ncn lc4K'hcrs 
ckm<::nt. & ~c. xl-k.)oltcOachin!! & rcl. occs. n.c.c. 
Socio-
economic 
index 
30.3649 
67.•000 
<49.4299 
48.6593 
53.1130 
70.4313 
75.2!<46 
57.2838 
Ot..9202 
6LJ907 
41.2020 
59.1959 
41.7126 
51.~5 
26.7076 
62 . .'002 
71.9520 
68.9527 
49.2975 
29.9834 
24.5828 
28.4424 
25.0670 
26.4920 
-40.7490 
6S.7778 
33.3923 
41.0745 
33.7494 
38.805.:5 
50.7098 
50.9<5(1 
29.470.:5 
32.2318 
50.1433 
50.2132 
60.1\690 
.:55.4303 
27.0457 
29.7920 
28.0382 
44.2194 
27.!17M 
26.8068 
45.6396 
70.8910 
66.4193 
69.2593 
32.!.:559 
32. 15!7 
-4{).867.:5 
33.0795 
49.7978 
57.4109 
68.1072 
66.1264 
29.0.:537 
47.8677 
-'Q.&!23 
31.4274 
37.9576 
31.8709 
28.6463 
38.2202 
::'~.9568 
.<.<.8931 
48.2832 
74.69!'4 
6<.4183 
49.7960 
57.499() 
62.0921 
32.8339 
.:55.8252 
69.6355 
71.9267 
48.2167 
"13.7960 
70.7401 
35.4749 
48.5124 
54.0143 
.:59.7432 
38..:5749 
65.8531 
55.5801 
Rank 
388 
37 
176 
185 
140 
20 
I 
105 
42 
78 
260 
9! 
2.:53 
153 
443 
66 
13 
26 
177 
394 
466 
420 
460 
449 
268 
50 
349 
264 
347 
291 
160 
159 
405 
368 
166 
165 
8! 
124 
436 
398 
422 
233 
43.:5 
441 
214 
18 
45 
23 
370 
37! 
203 
353 
!7! 
104 
34 
48 
-408 
194 
202 
378 
305 
374 
418 
302 
411 
222 
189 
3 
59 
172 
103 
69 
3.:57 
119 
22 
14 
190 
238 
19 
326 
186 
13.:5 
87 
29< 
49 
120 
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Orcupationa/ 
classification 
numhcr 
Occupaiiona[ 
claHiji,·ation 
6193 
9157 
H511 
9153 
H391 
R711 
8719 
RS79 
8"9 
8539 
8569 
7197 
7131 
7182 
7112 
8393 
8163 
I 135 
2792 
61 II 
8217 
7313 
7319 
8211 
6129 
8229 
9110 
8160 
8370 
RISO 
8730 
9550 
8710 
851(1 
8550 
8530 
X540 
K210 
7510 
~.110 
X.~,;() 
8310 
8130 
8330 
HIIO 
7710 
9•70 
M7W 
~S90 
8390 
8290 
9190 
7JRO 
9510 
8590 
82SO 
9130 
9530 
H260 
&3SO 
8230 
H570 
7519 
7_"i J) 
8331 
8155 
8221 
6141 
8151 
8555 
1130 
4197 
2112 
H795 
1113 
6115 
6144 
3119 
8295 
9311 
6145 
4194 
7315 
8796 
8256 
9916 
8236 
8376 
8156 
8586 
8526 
8546 
dc-v•;or operating occs. 
engi~ & boiler room l.:Jcw. ~hip 
cnzine & rd. equip. f.i:!hricat. & a~!l-C'mb. {JoCCs. n.c.c. 
cngirw::cring offi~.:cr~. ~hip 
cngr:aveu .• ctcht:"t~ & rr""L occ~. 
cxcJivlttinl;. £f<sdlng & Jet. occ~. 
Cl.Cavating. gad in.~;. p!:!ving5. & rcl. occs. n.e.c. 
f:o~bric~L B!io ... cmb. & rcp~:~ir. occ!> · ru!"''b. plasr. & rcL prod. n.c.c. 
f.:sbric:at.a~'cmh. & repair. oco.: \ol.,ood products. n.e.c. 
f11bncat. ass.cmb. i. & r. occs. ckctric. electron.&. rei. equip. 
r~bricat. a~!locrnb rcp<sir. occs: text fur & Ieath. pt"od. n.e.c. 
farm machincf) opcr1:11ors & custom operators 
f41rm m.&na.gem.:-nt occs. 
farm ""'ork.ers 
farmers 
filin~. grinding. buffing. clean. & polish. occs. n.c.c. 
filtering.. stcaining & ~eparating occs: chcm. & rd. mater. 
financial mo;nA.Bemcnt oc.cs. 
fine ans schoolteachers 
tire fir.hting occs. 
fish canning. curing & packing occs.. 
fls.hcrmcn: net. trap & line: 
fishing. hunting. tri'\pping & rd. occs.. n.e.c. 
fiour& grain milling occs. 
food & bcv. prep. & rd. service oc:cs. n.e.c. 
food. bev. & rei. process. occs. n.e.c. 
foremen: air tr;~nspon op. occs. 
foremen: chcm!o. petroL rubhcr. plast. & rcl. mater. proc. occs. 
foremen: clay glii~S & !olt.mc & rei. mater. machining occs. 
foremen: clay il•ss & stone pcocess. forming & rd. occs. 
foremen: d. pow.1ight. & ,....ue common. equip. ercc. i. & r. occs. 
foremen: dectr. & rei. cummun. cyuip. op. occs .. n.c.c. 
foremen: c>.cav•rlng. ;:r41ding. p41ving & rd. occs. 
foremen· f;1.1bric•t & :n<;.o;,cmb. occs. mcto::l.l products. n.c.c. 
foremen: f.abricat. a\. .. cm. & oepuir. occs: text. fur & kat h. pood. 
foremen: f.abricar a<;.s.cmb. i. & r. <Xes. cL cln.,ron. rcl_ equip. 
f~lrcmcn: fabric at_ <tV\CmbJ. & rcp:.tir OCCS: """~)<(Jod product~ 
fnrcmcn· food~ hcv. & rC'I. procc'\~. occs. 
f~)rcmcn: forestry&. loJ;J.::ing occs. 
foremen: mdtenab. h:.tnJhng & rei occ .... n.c.c. 
foremen: mc:ch~n~~ & rc:p;.1irmcn C:J..C. electrical 
foremen: mct•l m«~chinmg fX'CS.. 
fvremcn: met<Al proccs~. & rei. occs. 
fmcmcn: metal :ohAping & forming uccs. cxc. machintng 
fDtcmcn: mincr:.ti ore trc.<~ting 0\.:C~. 
foremen: mininE & quC~.rrying incL nil & ,g.a~ficld occs. 
foremen: motor trJjn..,p. opcralin}t occs. 
forcn1cn: oth. con~truction tr"'dc~ oecs. 
furcmcn: oth. cr:.ifh & equip. operating occs. n .. c:.c. 
foremen: oth. machining & rd. occs. n.c.c. 
foremen: oth. pn..~o.:css. occs. 
foremen: oth. tr;~r.sp. & ocl. eq:uip. operating occs. 
foremen: other f<:trming. honi<uh. &. animal hv~OOndry occs. 
foremen: prinling &. rc.l. occs. 
foremen: J'("oduct fabric as~cm. & repair. occs. n.e.c. 
foremen: pulp & papcnn .... king & ret. occs. 
foremen: railw11y tran~pon operating occs. 
foremen: ststion.w.ry engine&. util. equip. opcr:aL & oel. occs.. 
foremen: textile process. occs. 
fiHcmcn: w"loo.-.d m:cachinine, occs. 
fnremen: ,.ood procc.s~. occs. exc. pulp & pJp<:rm;~king 
forC"J"'Cn: fMbric. ~s.,cm. repair. occ~. rubb. pta~ &. oth. rei. prod. 
forc~lry & los.ging occs. n.c.c_ 
forestry conscrv. occs. 
forgingoccs. 
forming occs: clay.glass & stone 
fruit & veg:ct. canninf,:.. preserv. & p4ckag. occs. 
funeral directorl cmb;..1mcrs. & rei. occs. 
furr.•ccmen & k.ilnmcn: clay. gllls~ & stooe 
furriers 
Ecn. mgos. & oth. 5.-enioo officials 
Een. office clerks 
geologists 
gLI.z~s 
governmcntliJmini~trators 
gu:ards & w;,tchmcn 
guides 
healrh di.a~no~inf & toe:...ring occs. n.c.c. 
hH:!e & pelt proc. oce<. 
hoisting occs. n.c:.c. 
hostc~:\CS & ~le"'-·Afds. cxc. food & bc:v. 
hotel dcrk• 
hun1ing. trappin£ & rd. occs. 
i.L&:. & s.. occs •• con'\truc .• clf.C. dectrical 
i.t.J. & s. occs .• pulp & p;apcr-m;,king 
i.Lg. & s. occs. n.c.c. 
i.t.g. & s. occs. _.ood poocess. cxc. pulp & p;,pcrm<tking 
i.t.g. &. s. occs.: cby.&:l.a~s & stone nu.chining 
i.t.i. & s. occs: cl.iiy ~ &l.b~S & stone process. & forming 
!.t.g. &. s. occs.: equip. repair ex c. c.lc:ctoicaJ 
Ll.i,. & s.. occs.:: f•hnc. a~sc:m. mc:t•l prod. n.e.c. 
i.t.£. &. s. occ~: f•bric:..t. l!l:SS<mb. & repair: -cod prod. 
Socicr-
economic 
inde.x 
23.0774 
29.8589 
34.5173 
41.8162 
38.7543 
29.8278 
32.7188 
31.3242 
24.8377 
3-'.8363 
23.2252 
26.2011 
27.9879 
24.2541 
23.0227 
32.9927 
42.3316 
68.22SO 
55.4545 
S0.9583 
18.2394 
18.6296 
22.7447 
28.9914 
27.5225 
32.2390 
61.791 I 
57.0673 
44.4ol70 
47.0419 
.56.0063 
65.5887 
3&.9193 
54.2590 
42.7460 
55.8867 
41.6081 
45.9770 
38 0623 
43.8969 
45.0002 
52.1729 
51.4055 
47.4094 
53.8963 
49.9946 
40.9698 
42.4216 
59.1308 
46.6586 
46.5696 
54.5601 
35.8990 
52.9503 
47 .'l736 
52.4163 
50.4002 
53.4982 
44.7037 
-40.2551 
40.2219 
49.0253 
19.3280 
31.8739 
33.&487 
31.2890 
26.4676 
51.3475 
32.%90 
24.9863 
66.6958 
46.4416 
69.2159 
31.5716 
68.6724 
28.7070 
28.2021 
57.1236 
25.6631 
37.8511 
41.1612 
30.0380 
!4.3963 
49.1070 
55.52$7 
47.0743 
32..5377 
29.2692 
39.%96 
44.5760 
45.5382 
19.7729 
Rank 
479 
396 
339 
251 
292 
397 
359 
380 
463 
334 
477 
451 
425 
472 
480 
355 
248 
33 
123 
JS7 
499 
498 
482 
410 
428 
367 
72 
108 
228 
200 
117 
52 
290 
132 
245 
118 
254 
211 
304 
236 
nJ 
!51 
154 
l'l7 
136 
168 
267 
247 
92 
2()4 
206 
130 
321 
142 
192 
145 
163 
138 
n6 
276 
277 
!82 
496 
375 
346 
381 
4SO 
155 
356 
461 
44 
208 
25 
377 
31 
417 
421 
107 
4S7 
306 
261 
393 
500 
179 
121 
!99 
362 
407 
279 
227 
216 
494 
- A9 
Oc·c·upnrifmal 
cia., .\ificalion 
numbt'r 
Occupational 
c·la.\ sifil·a ti tJn 
8226 
R3% 
8316 
Rl46 
~3>6 
gl16 
H296 
R~96 
8276 
R3~6 
Ml76 
8536 
8736 
8566 
R576 
M523 
8584 
2145 
1116 
1176 
2797 
87116 
5171 
4135 
~191 
8591 
2~1 
8271 
9918 
9921 
9926 
9925 
992-4 
9923 
9922 
6162 
2343 
2351 
4161 
4169 
213:'i 
9131 
7517 
7516 
9313 
831~ 
8313 
4173 
4172 
1132 
1145 
1147 
1131 
6131 
S592 
4159 
9319 
9315 
2181 
2147 
M589 
3156 
8115 
II II 
4177 
8141 
8133 
8319 
8149 
8135 
8339 
8'99 
8131 
2151 
8334 
2114 
8223 
8557 
8119 
7719 
7717 
2153 
2511 
8161 
8113 
9557 
9179 
8513 
8581 
9193 
8573 
8137 
3332 
i.t.g. & !i. occs: ft)O<.L bev. & reL process. 
i.t.g. & ~- occ;c;.. m.schinmJ.! n.e.c. 
i.t.jl. &. s. OCC!.." met~} m.;,chinmg 
i.t.g. & s. occ~: met• I procc~s.ing 
Lt.g. & s. occs: mct~l !i.h~ping & forming. cxc. machining 
i.t.g. & !. occ~. mincr:o~l ore trc11ting 
i.t.g. & ~.occs: J"'fO....C~5in~:. n.c.c. 
i.t.g. & s. occs: prt"~uct fabriclSt.l!!>.xmh. &. rcp;,ir. n.c.c. 
i.t.£. & s. occs: tc-xtik procc~sing 
i.t.g. & s. occs: "'-OOd m.<~chining 
i.t.g. & s. occs: chcm. ~trol'. rubber. phi st. & rcL mater. proc. 
i.t.g. & ~- occs: f:..bric. li~).Cm. i. & r. cl. electron. & rei. equip. 
i.t.g. & 5. occs: cL pow. 1i~ht. & wire commun. equip. crec. 1. & r~ 
i.t.g. & !1>. occs: f.abr. ~-..~e-m. & n:·p. tex.tik. fur & Ieath. prod. 
i.t.p:. & s. occs: fabric. "'~'em. & ,cp:.tir. Ti.lbb. phi">t. & rei. prod. 
ind. fllrm const. & oth. me'-'"h. cqui. & mach. fa hr. & .i:l!>~cm. occs. nee 
indus. f&~rrn & c.on~truc. miichincry mechanics & rcp:...irmcn 
industri4.1 engineers 
in~pectors & re~ulawry offK-crs govt. 
in!>pcCtors & rcFulo-stury officers non~govt. 
in~truClon. & tr:o.inins:; officers n.c.c. 
in~~b.ting nCC5. con~truction 
in:<.ur11ncc s..lc!<>mcn & •gents 
in,urance.lh.tnk & mh. fin•ncc clerks 
janitor~. charw-mkct~ & ..:-k;,ncn 
je""dlcry & silvcrw;trC fa b. Of!'l!>em. & repair. occs. 
judges & rru.,Ri!<>ITatcs 
kniuing occs. 
hil)\..>urcr~. n.c.c. 
l:.:~b()ura:s. tn.:dnuf:acturing 
1~ buurers. other induO{,.Ifics 
l.othourcrs. puhlic ;.:,dmini.-.tration & defence 
};:..hourer~. !'lervicc 
l<.ibnurcrs. tr•de 
boih..~urcr!.. tran!>pvnation & communicl:ltion 
ldundering & dry de ... ning occs. 
~""vcn. & nr"t:arics 
libr;ri:an~ & O:tt.::hivists 
Iibr41.ry & fik clerk~ 
libr<:lry. file & Ct>rr. clerks<.: reT. occ~. n.e.c_ 
life ::..cicncc~ tcchnf'llv£1.-.!S & technic. 
locomotive cngmcc-r~ & firemen 
loi hoisting. ~ortinl=. rruwing & rd. occs. 
l<..>t:: inSJX"Cl. grad ,.c;llmg & rei. occs. 
lnn,g,ht>rcmcn. ste .... edorc'\ & f1cight h<o~ndlcrs 
m..tchinc tool orcr;.,;ting <'ICC'S~ 
m;~.chinist & mal."hinc tlX)] ~tting-up nccs. 
m:.til & posto.l clerks 
m:<~ilc:.trricrs. 
m:.sn.;o~cmcnt occs~. ~OC- ~tc:-ncc:!. & rcl. fields 
m.<~;nO:t~:cmcnt occs~ con~truc. opc-r<dtions 
m;~nn~cment occs.lr:.t.n'\pon & communication!>- operations 
manat:ers. sci. & cn,li:inecring 
m ... n.r.~$crs: hoteL ml)ld & oth. :o~.ccom. 
m•rinc craft f»bric;•L z~:<.cmb. & repAir. occ'-. 
rn.atcri.aJ re-cording. !1-Chedulini &. di'\trjh_ occ~. n.c.c. 
materials h.andlin,g & rcL occs. n.c.c. 
J'Tl.41tcri,:.d:s. handhng e'{uip. opcr:..tor~ n.c.c. 
m:athemllticil!ns. !>latlstaci:ans & llCtuar~s 
mechanical cni-inccrs 
mcch•mit..-s&. repairmen cx.c. clcctri.._·al. n.c.c. 
mcdic.allab. tcchnologislS & tct.:hnic. 
mchins & roastinE o-.:cs: mineral crcs 
membt-r~ oflcgis. b..Jdics 
mc'!>-..en,gcrs 
mct:al c-xtrudinf & dr•v.,ing occ!!-. 
me-t:al he.at trc:ating occ~. 
metal rTU~c-hininp O..:C!>. n.c.c. 
mc:-14.1 proce!.!>. & rcL occ~. n.e.c. 
mct.al rolling OCC!l. 
mt"tal sh<:.pin~!... fot min~ occ!>. exc m:.s(hining. n.e.c. 
met:.tl ~1-l.ttping 0.. ••tl~1 ~u .. ·hinint: & rd. t~C n.c.c. 
metal :!I melt. con"cnint & refininp furn4!.c<::mcn 
me:.allurgK;al cn£inccrs 
mrtal....,oriro:ing-m.DChmc opcr4!tors.n.c.c. 
metcorolop:ists 
mifk_ pt"OCC!.!>. OCCS. 
milliner!>. h:..t & c•p m.akcrs 
mineral ore trc4tinF occ~. n.c.c. 
minin;:: & quarryint incl. oil & t;as fidd occs. n.c.c. 
mining & qultrrying· cutting. h:.mdiin.g & lo•ding occs. 
minint; engineer~ 
mini!.ters of rdi,gion 
mi,.ing & b1ending occ~. chcm~;a1!. & rd. m~tcrials 
miA~n1. ~:P"'ratint. ~hc:in~ & reL occs. mincr.aJ orcs 
m01wn p1cture~ pro_Jecuomsts 
moror tnmspon opcr;;.ting occs. n.c~c. 
motor "'chicle f;.;bric:...t. & as~mb. occs. n.e.c~ 
motor vehi-cle mcch-.nics & repairmen 
molOrmcn &. dinlcvm.cr •. exc~ nil lr..nsp. 
moulding occs. rubb. pl0:1st. & rd. prod. 
mouldin£. corctn:i\:.i~ & mcl.-.1 CA5-1in£ occs. 
mu~ici4ns: 
Sucio-
t~conomic 
index 
39.0159 
39.8583 
~~.1924 
48.3808 
46.4617 
47.8694 
36.9336 
38.6001 
27.4283 
24.6923 
~2.4039 
48.H063 
59.5654 
27.6826 
40.9796 
33.2208 
41.4781 
67.1195 
59.7212 
5-4.2791 
56.3952 
34.7941 
57.7196 
49.6863 
24.9784 
32.5292 
72.0631 
22.0~73 
27.6005 
29.0274 
26.8178 
2~.60~8 
26.~015 
26.764.5 
28.6236 
24.2647 
72.7302 
61.870.5 
45.5775 
5-4.6357 
55.3551 
46.3239 
3<l.3240 
39.2284 
32.4366 
37.6640 
41.9239 
48.0802 
41.7737 
66.8855 
55.4962 
60.9983 
74.4373 
39.0288 
33.3758 
39.8265 
32.5-434 
31.9098 
66.9806 
67.5427 
37.6721 
56.8694 
42.0){)5 
56.8551 
30.1310 
38.1482 
38.9896 
29.3887 
35.0812 
41.0819 
3{,.2515 
40.5645 
39.4135 
71.6364 
31.6284 
72.8036 
30.9860 
20.6313 
42.5039 
40.6229 
34.3501 
68.7107 
.'0.4228 
36.6975 
43.8922 
43.2204 
39.8416 
34.7114 
32.8137 
37.8323 
31.0887 
32.6249 
43.3157 
Rank 
288 
280 
219 
188 
207 
193 
315 
293 
429 
465 
146 
183 
89 
426 
266 
352 
256 
39 
88 
131 
116 
335 
102 
173 
462 
363 
12 
4S6 
421 
409 
44() 
459 
448 
442 
419 
471 
9 
70 
215 
129 
126 
209 
390 
284 
365 
310 
2.50 
191 
252 
43 
122 
79 
4· 
287 
3.50 
282 
361 
373 
41 
36 
309 
Ill 
249 
112 
391 
){)3 
289 
4()6 
332 
262 
320 
271 
283 
16 
376 
8 
385 
490 
246 
270 
341 
29 
162 
317 
231 
241 
281 
336 
358 
307 
384 
360 
240 
- AlO -
Ocnlparional 
cla:.sificarion 
number 
Occupational 
classification 
5143 
2157 
2513 
7195 
3133 
3131 
3135 
3134 
3139 
3319 
M~98 
7518 
8278 
6198 
8718 
9318 
8258 
Mll8 
8148 
9518 
2349 
2359 
6139 
2189 
3339 
21!9 
25!9 
2339 
2319 
3379 
2333 
!179 
8798 
8158 
8528 
8548 
7718 
8178 
8578 
M228 
8'98 
8738 
M538 
K238 
X'I>S 
3359 
4141 
1119 
3153 
3117 
4199 
8799 
9599 
85~ 
7199 
2169 
3159 
2399 
9919 
8~99 
8599 
6117 
7713 
6199 
2799 
9199 
1149 
1154 
1152 
1151 
1153 
I 158 
1157 
1!56 
1155 
5199 
9317 
8785 
3311 
8595 
8593 
8253 
8551 
8395 
8713 
6149 
1136 
1174 
4195 
2154 
3151 
9515 
3315 
newsboys 
nuclear engineers 
nuns & brolhcrs fw) n.o.r 
nursery_&:. rc:~. ~orkers 
nurscs-m-tnr. mtng 
nurses. grad. c:xc. ~u~rvi~ors 
nuo.ing aides & orderlies 
nursing •s~istants 
nur~ing. therapy & rei. :dS~i.o;;I occ~. n.c.c. 
occ~ in fine & cnmn•crc. brt. pht)Iog. & rei. fidds n.c.c. 
ocC!>. in lab. & oth. clcm . ......-ork. olh. process. 
occs. in t.b. & oth. c1cm. work· forc.,.try & logging 
occs. in Lab. & oth. clcm work~ text_ process. 
v<:C!!.. in l11.b. & oth. elcmcn. work: services 
occs. in bb. & oth. ckmcn work. cxcav;,.l_ grading & p•ving 
occs. in labour. & oth. c:lcmcntal work.rru:ster. handling 
occs. in labour. & oth. clcmcnt~l work. pulp & p.drcrmaking 
occs. in labouring & oth. element. work. mmcrl:ll ore trcaL 
occs. in labouring & or h. cit-mental work. metal process. 
occs. in lahouring & oth. elemental work. print. & rei. n.c.c. 
occ~. in law &.jurispru. n.c.c. 
occs. in library. mu!oeum & 4-rchival ~Ks. n.c.c. 
occs. in Jogging & oth. :accomm. n.e.c. 
occs. in math. st.<~:ts .• sy~tcm!> anal.&. ref. fields n.e.c. 
occs. in performinJ; & :wdio-vi~ull);,tn.~. n.c.c. 
occs. in physic:otl !tiCs. n.e.c. 
occs. in rchgion. n.c.c. 
occs. in soc. work & ref. field:\ n.c.c. 
occs. in s.ocial ~icnccs n.e.c. 
occs. in spon & recreation. n.e.c. 
occs. in wdfarc & commun. ~crvices 
occs. rcl. to m<:~.nagcment &. .-dminj,.tration n.c.c. 
occs: lab. & oth. clcm. work. oth. constr. rradcs 
occs: I:.. b. & oth. elcm. work: day. glass. stone pn.JC. & forming 
occs.: I<:tb. & oth. ckm. work: f<tbric. & as ... cm. mer:a.l prod. nee. 
occs: l.t!b. & oth. C'lem. work: f.ttbric. 4::1S'-Cm. & rep;~~;ir_ wood prod 
lX:CS: lab. & orh elem. \0.-ork. mining & t.~u:arry. inc. oil & ga~ fidds 
occs: l~b.& oth. clem. worK: i:hem. pclr. rub. plas. & rd. mal. proc 
occs· bb. & oth cl~m. worK: f.:.. h. :.~~~em. rep. rub. plas. & rd. prod 
occs: l<ib. & oth. clcm. work: food. bcv. & reT. proc. 
occs: lab. & oth clcm. work: prod. f.ab. a~scm. & rep;,sr. n.c.c. 
vccs:: lab. & nth. elcm. wrk: cl. p<H••: light. & wir. comm. cqu. cr.·i & r 
occs: lab. & orh clem. wrl: f41b ao;;s. i& r d. electron. & rcl. cqui 
occs: lab. & oth. ckm. wrK: """tk>d prnc. c•c. pulp & p.dp-:rm.i:lking 
occ~: lab. oth. elcm -rk· f:.b ... ~"' & rep. text.. fur & lco.th. prod. 
o.:cupation~ in wri1ing n.e.c. 
office m~:~chinc opcr:.~lor$ 
ofllcilil' &. admmstr.:..tor... unk.{uc to govt .. n.e.c. 
optt~merrists 
ustetlpath~ &: chirnpr~~;ctcxs 
oth. clerical & rei. o;.:c~. n.c.c. 
oth. construe. trade!- occs. n.e.c. 
oth. cr.wft~& e4uip. tlper;.,ting occs. n.c.c. 
oth. fabriclit. & 4:1~'\.Cmb. occ~. met4:1l products. n.e.c. 
oth. farming. horticult. & osncm.,! husbcmdry occs. n.e.c. 
oth. occs. in architcc. & engineering. n.e.c. 
oth. occs. in medicine & hco.lth n.e.c. 
oth. occs. in "M>C. ~cis. & rei. fields n.e.c. 
oth. occs. n.c.c. 
oth. prt.>eess. occs. n.c.c. 
olh. prod. fabricat. a!-~cmb. &. repair. occs. n e.c. 
oth. ranks. J:Srmcd forces 
oth. rcx:k & s.oil-drilling occs. 
oth. 'crvicc ocn .. n.c.c. 
orh. leaching & rcl. occ~. n.e.c. 
oth. tr.tm5p. & rel. equip. opcr4.ting occs. n.e.c. 
uther m:an4lgcrs & •dmmi ... tr:dtors. n.c.c. 
uthcr m--.n~cr~. con\truction 
uthcr mdn4£ers. dur;.,bk good m~~;nuf:a.cture 
other mt:~n:.tger~. mines & oil ...... ells 
other m .. ~gers. non-dur4Sblc gt.Xx:i~ m:..nuf~cture 
other m.ttn:..gcr .... other indu'\tncs 
,lthcr manll:gc:r~. ~er .... icc 
other m:..n:..ger~. trade 
other mOjn.;.,.ger ... tr:.tn~pon•tion &. communic<ttion 
other sCJ.!~s occ~. n.c.c. 
pack.~tging occs. n.c.c. 
p.aintcrs. p:..perh ... n_gcrs & ref. occs. 
painters. sculptors & rei. .. ni~a 
p<tinting & decor:.1ting ,)l.·cs. cxc·. construe. 
P"'-JX'r product [;.thric~l. & 2'"Cmh. tX"CS. 
p:apc:rm~~;king & fini:.hing occs. 
p•tternmak .. m.ttrling & cuning tJ~.:cs: text.. fur&. kiith. prod. 
pdtternm.ak:cr.., & mouldm~kcr!. n.c.c. 
p.dving. ~urf:.tcing & rcl. occs. 
pcr~ofl<:jl '\.ervicc occs n.e.c. 
pcr .. onncJ & indu..,_ rdation .. mgmnt. occs. 
pcr!.onnc::J & rcJ. offiL.·en 
pcr!.onnc::J dc:-rk.s 
petroleum engineer~ 
ph;trrrl4cists 
photocngr:aven. & rd. occs. 
phuh1gr•pher~ &. c•m<""r;,amcn 
Socio-
economic 
index 
!9.2430 
74.7182 
46.6069 
28.0194 
49.8921 
51.3173 
32.2890 
36.5502 
38.2307 
45.9477 
25.6716 
24.8347 
20.7319 
26.5539 
23.9854 
29.9291 
36.7853 
37.7532 
34.8435 
34.6923 
52.6475 
44.7284 
26.5112 
57.2225 
4().~122 
49.0506 
35.7054 
54.0327 
60.9556 
22.2337 
49.2108 
64.7042 
27.0100 
25.8~64 
27.2044 
22.1647 
3:<.~49 
34.0719 
~.7354 
2~.903-4 
28..7094 
33.0574 
28.7140 
2b 0082 
21.8708 
66.2099 
44.3225 
58.8661 
74.2831 
71.2672 
48.7367 
31.3978 
44. I 1>'48 
34.1M91 
29.6735 
40.4515 
44.7832 
57.%68 
34.1703 
27.4241 
32.1822 
43.1314 
35.5183 
29.b090 
55.4041 
26.6524 
63.9995 
58.4063 
66.3979 
68.6711 
64.6-404 
65.2116 
64.8013 
58.8655 
64.3958 
44.1485 
31.1612 
28.SI.48 
39.0343 
30.3390 
35.2914 
46.9033 
27.3972 
47.2699 
25.6197 
30.1133 
63.1203 
65.7001 
56.994! 
69.7069 
72.1743 
~9.8940 
49.5214 
Rank 
497 
2 
205 
423 
170 
156 
366 
318 
301 
212 . 
455 
464 
4M9 
446 
474 
395 
316 
308 
333 
337 
143 
225 
447 
106 
272 
181 
323 
134 
80 
484 
!78 
56 
437 
454 
433 
485 
351 
345 
400 
453 
416 
354 
415 
4'2 487 
47 
231 
94 
5 
17 
184 
379 
234 
343 
40! 
273 
224 
100 
344 
430 
369 
242 
325 
403 
125 
445 
62 
98 
46. 
32 
57 
53 
55 
95 
60 
235 
382 
412 
286 
3M9 
329 
201 
431 
198 
458 
392 
63 
51 
!10 
21 
II 
169 
175 
- All 
Ot·cuptJJitmal 
, ·ft1.\ 5ijJt ·til it 1n 
numbc·r 
Occupalional 
t-!as.,ijicaTion 
«J~91 phoiOf:lCtphic pn..Kc'!.~. occs. 
2117 phy,.icHl ,.ct,_ tcchnolugi~.a & technician~ 
31 I I physici.ns_& ~urp:cons 
21 J3 phyS-icists 
3137 phys.iolhcr.,pisu.. occ:up. & oth. thcretpists. 
Yll J pilots. OliViE"'tur~. & fii1thl cnginccn 
879 J pipdittin~. plumhing & ret. oet:s.. 
835~ pl0:1ning. turnint::. ~hCtpinR & rei wr)()(i m:rtchin. occs. 
H7~ pl..:t~lcrcrs &. rcL-.occs. 
8143 p};.ttinp:. mct~l spr .... yin~. & rei. occs. 
8233 ply\,1,-ood m.b'kinF & rei. occs. 
6112 policemen & detective~. govt. 
6113 policemen & investi~;..tor. priv. 
2793 post-sccondos.ry !'>(hoo1tc11Chen. n.e.c. 
1 l 1:" po<.tm:asters 
9~31 power ~tdtion operator,. 
~:ci27 prcci~. in~trum & rd. c~~~ip. fahricat. & 4-l~'<'m. occ:s. n.c.c. 
8~8R precis. in~trumcnt m~ch;,nico-. & rcp~irmen 
6165 pt"e~sing occs. 
9~ 14 prinlcr5. engraver~ ex c. pholtKnr:ravcrs 
9~19 printing & rd. occs. n.c.c. 
Y:"i J2 printin~ press occs. 
3330 producer~ & directors. perfu:min_g & )ludio-visualltns 
3313 product & interior designer~ 
.CJ51 pnxfuC1ionclerJr:.s 
I 143 prvduClion manttprment uccs. 
61 19 protcc. ,.crvicc 4..KC!!>, n.c.c. 
23 J~ ~ycholugists 
8259 pulp & p:<iperm•kinr: & rd. occs. n.c.c. 
J J75 purch. officer~ & huycrs. c:x..c. whok~le & retail tr4idc 
I 141 purchasing mandgcmcOI occ~. 
Y:'i5J r.dio & t.v. broad..:.astin~ equip. opc:r~tors 
8537 n1.dio& t.v. ~crvicc rep~urmcn 
3337 radio & tdevision l!nnooncers 
3155 radiological kchnologist~ & tcchnici•ns 
8583 rail transp. equip. mcclwmic~ & rep:.t1rmen 
8715 r~ilw41:y !!-CCtionmc-n & tr;u.:kmcn 
9139 raih .. .ay tr<-~m.p. operating occ~. n.e.c. 
9D5 r.6ilw.o~y tran:--pon of>Cr.dtlng !<>uppon O<:cs. 
5172 rc;,~l c~t.<~lc ~i:ilc~mcn 
4179 recep .. info .. mcr.il & mc:-.!>.4gc di~trib. occs. n.c.c. 
417 J rc(.·cptionjs.ts & info. clerks 
3371 rcrcrccs & rcl. offlci;,.ls 
i\167 ro~~tinF. coolin~&. dryin)t occ!:.. chcmicab & rel. m.<~leri:..Js 
!:i787 hhlfing. watcrpltXJfing & reT. occs. 
nJ I l014lry -....clldrilling & rcl. occs. 
I 1 :n ~lcs & ad. man:.t.gcmcnt occs. 
~ 137 ':.,k"' clerk~. commndit~~ 
~149 ~lc~ occs: Cllmm~.~itie'!). n.e.c. 
5179 !\.41k~ occs: '!)crviu:·s. n.c.c. 
5135 ':.:.k~mcn & ~alc!-.pcr,on~ cvmm<"Kiitie!l.. n.c.c. 
5173 '-4llc:-.mcn & 114iders. :o;.ccuritics 
8231 ~ .... mill ~wycrs& rd. occs. 
27:;3 ~condary school tc;.schcrs 
4111 '-Cc-rct•r~s&stcnos. 
815~ 'C'p.arat .• £rind .. crush. & mi:xinE occs: cby_ gt..ss & stone 
5145 ~crvice station :attcndotnts 
I 1.42 :..crvices m.an4bcmcnt occs. 
8~63 xwin£ m;;.chinc cpcr•tors_ trxt. & similar mat. 
8333 ~hcct met.al woriers 
4 J53 ~hippint & rcccivin$ clerks 
856J ~hocmdking & rcp.alr. occs. 
8215 ~bu,ghtc:ring & meat cuttina.. canning. curing & pack. occs. 
6135 sleeping-car & baggage pone". & lx:llmen 
2331 soci4ll wOt"k.cn 
2313 ~ociologists.t~nthropologists & rd. ~oc. scientists 
9555 ~ound recording& reprOOUClion equip. operators 
9~39 station.i!.ry engine& uti1. equip. operating & rei. occs. n.c:.c. 
4137 stats. clerks 
9513 ,._tereotypc:rs & e1cc11otyper~ 
4155 stock ckrk"'& rel. occs. 
5141 Street vendor~& d00rwto-door ~lc~mcn 
8793 structural mdal c:rcClOf"S 
9J91 wbway & strc:e-tr3ihw;,ty ope-rating OCCS. 
8225 ~ug:.tr proces.~. & rei. occs. 
9910 ~ufl"Crvisors & foremen. n.c.c. 
.4140 5upcrvi!l.OfS office machine & e.d.p. equipment oper011tors 
2160 supcrvi!>Drs. oth. occs. in architecture & engineering 
6160 ,.upcrvi~rs; 4!lpp.:itcl & furnishing service occs. 
4130 ~upcrvi~ors: bookkeeping. acct.~recordin~ & rei. occs. 
6120 supcrvi~rs: food & hcv. prep. & rcl. service occs. 
-4160 supervi~rs: libr .• file & corr. clerks & rcl. occs. 
4150 supervi~ors:material recording. schcdulinE & distrib. occs. 
3130 "!1-Upcrvi~:s: nursingoccs. 
2350 s.upcrvi:!oOrs: occs. in Jibr. mu!-Cum & ~rchiv. ~cis.. 
6130 supervisors: occs. in 1odgint; & other accom. 
-4190 s.upcrvi!l.<rs: oth. ckric.J A rc:L occs.. n.e.c. 
.S 190 supcrvi:!>OI's: oth. s~ks occs. 
6190 supervisors: oth.1o-ervice occs. 
-4170 supervisors.: r~ccp. info. m:ail & me~!Wl.EC disuib. occs. 
.5130 supc:rvi~s: sale!!. oco .. commodities 
.5170 5upc::r"'i!<.Ors: ~ale!<. occs .• ~rvice:s 
41 JO supervis-ors: ~leno. &. typing occs. 
Socio-
rconomic 
index Rank 
44.8545 223 
60.43H6 84 
74.2246 6 
68.7922 27 
53.5215 137 
67.8389 35 
37.6162 312 
25.6634 456 
30.4749 387 
33.6194 348 
32.4753 364 
60.1046 85 
45.6711 213 
69.2577 24 
49.1020 180 
54.8191 128 
38.2462 300 
57.8979 101 
20.5893 491 
50.3028 164 
37.0982 314 
41.5833 255 
67.0394 40 
53.0155 141 
50.4406 161 
62.7272 65 
41.0713 265 
62.2645 67 
41.4186 257 
60.7041 82 
61.8599 71 
56.5194 liS 
43.0365 243 
58.5342 97 
58.7227 96 
39.0343 285 
24.0700 473 
30.6828 386 
44.4045 229 
50.0692 167 
42.7816 244 
40.6897 269 
38.5612 295 
36.3204 319 
26.9817 438 
41.0808 263 
65.1050 54 
38.3541 297 
41.4111 258 
52.4014 148 
-43.7909 .:!39 
59.7802 86 
26.9558 439 
71.7725 15 
52.4455 144 
273214 432 
29.6593 402 
57.9985 99 
23.2175 478 
37.6528 3ll 
34.4410 340 
19.9182 493 
31.1280 383 
28.8280 413 
61.6410 74 
60.5728 83 
58.8836 93 
41.3749 :!::i9 
51.5852 152 
45.3223 218 
38.5252 296 
32.0%4 372 
35.8482 322 
44.3000 232 
35.3198 328 
-46.2227 210 
68.6739 30 
67.1897 38 
40.3394 275 
61.4871 76 
37.2441 313 
64.1414 61 
49.6442 174 
57.0085 109 
6:!.1512 68 
35.6811 324 
61.3559 77 
47.4196 196 
38.2848 298 
56.6130 1H 
47.6628 195 
61.5618 75 
.56.8004 113 
- Al2 -
Occupalional 
classijicmion 
number 
Occuparional 
classijiculivn 
2161 
2183 
8553 
9173 
2795 
2353 
5131 
9553 
4175 
4133 
l\.!73 
R261 
8275 
!1.!79 
8263 
8267 
8265 
7513 
8293 
8311 
3355 
4!93 
9175 
9511 
4113 
2711 
2719 
8562 
31!5 
6125 
8587 
9!59 
4157 
8335 
8735 
8359 
8351 
8239 
8357 
8353 
8235 
3352 
2139 
~urvcyor!'> 
syst('m" Otnaly"'ts & (:Ompul. progretmmcrs & rd. occs. 
t<silor~ & drc~~m:.skers 
taxi drivers & <."howtTcurs 
tc:i!chers of c:xccp. s1udcnts n.e.c. 
technic. in 1ibr"'TY~ mu~um & archival scis. 
tcchni..:::al sale~ men & rd. Otdvis.ers 
telegraph Of'eT.4110TS 
tclcphtmc:: opcr~tors 
tellers & c.t:~shien 
textile bleaching & dyeing occs. 
textile fibre pre par. occs. 
textile fini~hing & c:oslcndcringoccs. 
textile procc:o.s. occs. 
textile spinning & twisting occs.. 
to. tile weaving occs. 
tc:ttile winding & reeling OCC5. 
timber cutting & rei. occs~ 
lubacco process. occs. 
tool & die m.dlo:: mg op-erations 
tr~n~l.ators. & imcrprcters 
travel ckrk~.ticket. station. & freight agents 
truck drivers 
typc:.cncr!l- & compositors 
typists. & clerk Iypists 
univ. teachers 
univ. teaching & rd. occ~. n.c.c. 
uphul~teren. 
vet crin.arians 
w0:1iters. h<lqC'~'t:!l- & stc\4-'~rds. foo::f & bcv. 
watch & clod. 1cp4iirmcn 
"-'&tcr tr.ansp. openuingoccs. n.e.c. 
....... cighers 
welding & fhme cunlng occs. 
wire commun. &. rd. c...zuip. i. & r. occs. 
"WtKKi m~chining t.>CCS.. n.c.c. 
wOtx1 pattcrnm4ling occs. 
wood procc~s.. occs. ex.c. pulp & p<:~pcrm.aking. n.c.c. 
wood "'""nding occs. 
wood :!>awing & rel tKCs: cxc. '~wmall 
-w0<.x:f trc:ating occs. 
writers & ednors 
o-.:cs. in life- !>Cicnccs. n.c.c. 
Socio-
economic 
index 
54.1410 
68.7215 
24.2752 
26.6796 
53.2098 
44.4040 
64.4944 
50.9492 
38.2!\05 
40.4164 
24.4!36 
19.6522 
23.4167 
24.3613 
22.5059 
21.7177 
24.4378 
22.K047 
34.2377 
52.4026 
61.6940 
55.0394 
29.7365 
45.0035 
45.4604 
72.2955 
52.2331 
27.1699 
73.4877 
28.0074 
40.0036 
35.3916 
35.2532 
35.1540 
59.3464 
28.8047 
4g.4971 
29.5722 
20.3!35 
23.6649 
:<4.6748 
62.8184 
52.3517 
Rank 
133 
28 
470 
444 
139 
230 
58 
!58 
299 
274 
468 
495 
476 
-4¢9 
483 
488 
.4¢7 
481 
342 
147 
73 
127 
399 
220 
217 
10 
150 
434 
7 
424 
278 
327 
330 
331 
90 
414 
187 
4()4 
492 
475 
338 
64 
149 
